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An unseen love story, a ray of light : She says he is the only father 

of their baby love Oonagh Amber, the rebel , no other man, her 

only lover , she says she is faithful to him and will repair her past 

mistakes (A152) , He publicly forgives her past errors because he 

loves her, want her as wife, as consort , want to have more 

children with her, he says he cannot see her sad and will obey her 

. The world has mocked you, I am here to love you and become 

your husband:  The importance of forgiveness of past errors and 

not to repeat same errors again among two mature lovers eager to 

meet and bond again  
  

1
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ABSTRACT:  The paper examines a love story, the notion of forgiveness in a mature couple who are eager to 

meet again. Past mistakes , past life can sometimes be barriers. He publicly, honestly, forgives her precise 

mistake. She says he is the only father of their baby love Oonagh Amber, the rebel , no other man, her only lover 

, she says she is faithful to him and will repair her past mistakes (A152) , He says he forgives her past errors 

because he loves her, want her as wife, as consort , want to have more children with her, he says he cannot see 

her sad and will obey her. Forgiveness is a necessary element in the development of marriage life and has great 

repercussions with respect to the happiness of the people involved (Valliant 2002; Worthington 2005). As Pope 

Francis said "Forgiveness is the oxygen that purifies the air of hatred; forgiveness is the antidote to the poisons 

of resentment; it is the way to defuse anger and heal so many maladies of the heart that contaminate society’ 

(USCCB,2023). The paper also mention of two poems on forgiveness namely Forgiveness is Divine by Fleming 

(2018) and Forgiveness is great quality by Amathalal (2024). The world has mocked you, I am here to love you 

and become your husband. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Martín et al (2011) researched on forgiveness in a couple. Forgiveness is one of the key elements of a 

successful marriage (Fenell,1993) and psychotherapeutic interventions centered on strengthening this aspect in 

the relationship appear to be highly effective (Baskin and Enright 2004). Forgiveness plays an important role in 

marriage. Worthington (2005) argued that forgiveness appears as one of the key elements in achieving 

happiness.  

Forgiveness is a necessary element in the development of marriage life and has great repercussions 

with respect to the happiness of the people involved (Valliant 2002;Worthington 2005).  Forgiveness may have 

both physical and emotional health benefits (McCullough, Worthington and Rachal 1997; Toussaint and Webb 

2005; Toussaint, Williams, Musick and Everson 2001; Witvliet, Ludwig and Vander Laan 2001), giving an 

opportunity to advance in the development of personality (Enright 1994; Wolberg 1973); and that a lack of 

forgiveness may contribute to an increase in the levels of psychopathology (Mauger, Perry, Freeman, Grove and 

McKinney 1992). From the field of philosophy, Josef Seifert has noted that his own philosophical vocation 

comes from the discovery that: Forgiveness is a central object of philosophy, namely, a world of essential laws, 

completely independent from our subjectivity, an eidos previously given over to our intellect. In the essence of 

forgiveness I found something absolutely objective, that is discovered, and at the same time, possesses an ideal 

perfection infinitely difficult to realize in life (Seifert 2004:16). 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The first poem is by Fleming,(2018)  "Forgiveness Is Divine” that describe forgiveness as a virtue in this crazy 

world. 

Some people view forgiveness 

As a virtue for the weak. 

An act of mercy undeserved, 

That serves no useful need. 

They stand firmly in their 

judgment 

And won't consider a mistake. 

They prefer to hold a senseless 

grudge 

Than accept amends when 

made. 

They feel they have some 

godly right 

To reject and criticize. 

They're possessed by righteous 

anger, 

And consumed by pointless 

pride. 

They're focused on how 

they've been wronged, 

And won't be made the fool 

again. 

So they feel they must avenge 

themselves 

By refusing to give in. 

They will sacrifice their 

family, 

Or forsake a long-time friend. 

Do anything they have to do 

To be the winner in the end. 

Or perhaps it's that they can't 

resolve 

The depth of all their hurt, 

Caused when someone they've 

trusted, 

Left them questioning their 

worth. 

But no matter why the 

struggle, 

Out of pride or out of fear, 

Not being able to forgive 

Can cause the loss of ones 

most dear. 

Yes, forgiveness is a virtue, 

They even say it is divine. 

But more than that it sets you 

free 

From what weighs you down 

inside. 

The best way to approach this 

life 

Is to ask forgiveness and to 

forgive. 

There's a balance to this crazy 

world, 

So live and just let live

 

The second poem is Forgiveness is great quality by Amathalal (2024) 

Forgiveness Is 

Forgiveness is great quality 

Not all people are blessed with 

by almighty 

Only few people really practice 

They stick up to their demise 

The love can not be won over 

by hate 

You may get revenge but very 

late 

The desired result will be not 

worth 

That shall trouble you till death 

It is nice to feel other’s woe 

Your heart and mind should 

always go 

For entire humanity and think 

How to work toward that 

direction and bring? 

Today only good wish is 

needed 

Commodity is traded 

But noble work is asking no 

return 

Only god may help in return 

Such kind of people do exist 

They not only perform but 

insist 

With their words and action 

They do not worry for any 

reaction 

 

III. DISCUSSION  

"Forgiveness is the oxygen that purifies the air of hatred; forgiveness is the antidote to the poisons of 

resentment; it is the way to defuse anger and heal so many maladies of the heart that contaminate society," the 

Pope said before praying the Angelus with some 20,000 people gathered in St. Peter's Square Sept. 17 

(USCCB,2023).Gordon and Baucom (1998) define forgiveness as the achievement of: (a) a realistic, 

nondistorted, balanced view of the relationship; (b) a release from being controlled by negative affect toward the 

participating partner; and (c) a lessened desire to punish the participating partner. Gordon and Baucom envision 

forgiveness as a three-step process (“impact”, “definition”, and “movement towards”). Their model synthesizes 

and incorporates aspects of classical theories, models based in shock or trauma, cognitive-behavioral theory, 

systemic theory, as well as insight-oriented theories.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Where there is true love, there can be forgiveness , taking in mind not to repeat same mistakes again. 

she says she is faithful to him and will repair her past mistakes (A152) .He says he forgives her past errors 

because he loves her, want her as wife, as consort , want to have more children with her, he says he cannot see 

her sad and will obey her. The world has mocked you, I am here to love you and become your husband. 
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